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ABSTRACT

Real-time locating systems (RTLS) enable a number of

new important applications. Their performance is mainly lim-

ited by wireless propagation impairments. This paper puts

forth the idea to enhance coverage and accuracy of RTLS in

the presence of severe non line-of-sight propagation condi-

tions using low complexity non-regenerative ultra-wide band-

width relays. A maximum likelihood position estimator is de-

rived and the feasibility of relay-based positioning scheme is

demonstrated.

1. INTRODUCTION

Real-time locating systems (RTLS) are extremely important

for current and future applications [1]. They are usually com-

posed of nodes (tags) attached to or embedded in objects, and

of reference nodes (anchors) that communicate with these

tags through wireless signals to determine their locations.

High-accuracy positioning can be obtained through the ul-

trawide bandwidth (UWB) technology [2]. In fact UWB

technology [3] offers the potential of achieving high ranging

accuracy through signal time-of-arrival (TOA) measurements

due to its ability to resolve multipath [4].

Unfortunately, the presence of obstacles in real envi-

ronments generates non line-of-sight (NLOS) propagation

conditions that can make ranging challenging, leading to a

limitation of the coverage area of the localization system.

The typical solution to deal with severe NLOS conditions is

to increase the number of anchors with higher infrastructure

and deployment costs and complexity due to the necessity

of keeping anchors tightly time synchronized when time-

based positioning approaches are adopted. Therefore there is

the need of low cost and flexible solutions to increase area

coverage for RTLSs.

Communication networks coverage can be increased us-

ing regenerative relays, namely detect & forward (DF) [5].

Extensive literature is available dealing with relays in ad hoc

wireless networks for communication reliability enhancement

but fews focus on the use of relays for localization. In [6] the

problem of locating and tracking passive point scatterers or

regenerative relays is investigated using UWB signals. UWB

positioning with a single anchor is proposed in [7] where the

knowledge of the room geometry is exploited to map the sig-

nal reflections in the room walls onto a set of virtual anchors

used for estimating the position of the tag. This requires

an accurate electromagnetic knowledge of the environment.

In [8] the adoption of cooperating regenerative relays is pro-

posed to reduce the number of transmissions, thus overcom-

ing the overhead and scaling inefficiencies of conventional

two-way ranging approaches. Unfortunately, regenerative re-

lays for localization have almost the same complexity of an-

chors since not only data transmission but also signal TOA

estimation (ranging) have to be implemented. Therefore, is-

sues related to cost, the need of power supply and tight syn-

chronization among relays still remain as a drawback.

We consider a low complexity alternative solution to re-

generative relays that is the employment of non-regenerative

relays for localization coverage enhancement, where neither

modulator nor demodulator sections are present in the relay

and the signal is only repeated. Non-regenerative relays can

be active, namely amplify & forward (AF), or completely pas-

sive, we call them just forward (JF) (also referred to as cold

repeaters). In JF relays no signal amplification is present.

Note that non-regenerative relays are well known in com-

munication networks [10]; JF relays have been adopted as

gap fillers in broadcast systems since several years ago and,

more recently, in Wi-Fi networks to cover shadowed areas es-

pecially in indoor environments. In [9] an UWB AF relay

based on pulse delay is proposed with the purpose to extend

the communication coverage. JF relays are usually composed

of a couple of interconnected directive antennas and take ad-

vantage of antenna gains to mitigate the additional path loss

caused by obstacles [10]. Non-regenerative relay based sys-

tems present in the literature are oriented to improve the com-

munication coverage and reliability and no similar solutions

have been proposed for positioning.

In this paper we propose a RTLS for high-accuracy local-

ization and tracking using UWB signals employing anchors
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Fig. 1. Example of localization system employing non-

regenerative relays.

and a set of non-regenerative UWB relays (AF or JF) de-

ployed in fixed known positions. The purpose of the relays

is to repeat the signal exchange between anchors and tags

and hence to enhance the localization and identification of

the tags, even in the presence of obstacles and severe NLOS

propagation conditions. Then we design a maximum likeli-

hood (ML) position estimator to show the feasibility and as-

sess the performance of the proposed method.

2. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider a RTLS (see Fig. 1) with an infrastructure

composed of NA anchors in known positions p
(A)
n , for

n = 1, 2, . . . , NA, a set of NR non-regenerative unidirec-

tional relays in known positions p
(R)
i , for i = 1, 2, . . . , NR,

and a generic tag in unknown position p to be determined.

Anchors are considered to be synchronized.

2.1. Non-Regenerative UWB Relays

The JF UWB relay is composed of a directional high gain

antenna, an electrical cable and a second directional or omni-

directional antenna. The relay partially compensates the ad-

ditional path loss caused by the two-hop link because of the

directional properties of the antenna.

The AF UWB relay can be implemented in several ways.

Unidirectional relays are sufficient when operating in a RTLS

with one-way ranging protocols, whereas more complex re-

lays are necessary in case of two-way ranging protocols [2].

The mutual coupling between antennas must be controlled

through proper isolation and deployment to avoid unstable

loop caused by positive feedbacks. This effect might cause

a limitation on the maximum tolerable signal amplification

level.

2.2. Signal Model

Tags emit UWB pulses that can be received by one or more

anchors through a direct path in line-of-sight (LOS) and mul-

tipath due to reflections from walls and obstacles. Pulses can

be modulated according to a time-hopping sequence and/or

a bipolar sequence to make the transmitted signal unique of

that specific tag and allowing the coexistence of multiple tags

in the same scenario [3]. Here, without loss of generality,

we consider the transmitted ranging packet composed of Ns

amplitude modulated pulses as follows1

s(t) =

Ns−1
∑

k=0

ak p(t− kTf − t0) (1)

where Tf is the pulse repetition period, and t0 is the time offset

of the tag’s internal clock with respect to that of the anchors.2

The transmitted pulses are received by anchors and even-

tually repeated by one or more relays. Therefore the received

signal at the mth anchor takes the form

rm(t) = sm(t) +

NR
∑

i=0

ni,m(t) (2)

where ni,m(t), for i = 1, . . .NR, is the thermal noise, with

one-side power spectral density (PSD) Ni,m, due to the ith
relay as seen by the mth anchor due to the tag-anchor prop-

agation, and n0,m(t) is the thermal noise due to the anchor

with PSD N0,m. We consider N0,m = N0, ∀m. The useful

term sm(t) is given by

sm(t) = w
(

p,p(A)
m

)

g0,m

(

t− τ
(

p,p(A)
m

)

− t0

)

+

NR
∑

i=1

w
(

p,p
(R)
i

)

√

Gi w
(

p
(R)
i ,p(A)

m

)

× gi,m

(

t− τ
(

p,p
(R)
i

)

−δ(R)−t0−τ
(

p
(R)
i ,p(A)

m

))

(3)

where τ(p1,p2) , ||p1 −p2||/c is the time taken by the sig-

nal to reach position p2 from p1 being c the speed of light,

Gi is the gain of the ith relay, and δ(R) is the delay introduced

by the relay mainly caused by the presence of the electrical

cable (and the amplifier in AF relays). Pulses gi,m(t), for

i = 1, 2, . . .NR, are the channel responses to s(t) related to

the link {tag→ ith relay→mth anchor}, whereas g0,m(t) are

the channel responses to s(t) related to the link {tag → mth

anchor}. They account for multipath propagation effects and

pulse distortion caused by antennas and circuits frequency se-

lectivity. In this formulation multiple hop paths between re-

lays are neglected, since they are expected to be strongly miti-

gated by directive antenna radiation patterns. The summation

1Through a proper design of the spreading sequence {ak} it is possible

to reduce the multi-user interference in a multi-tag scenario. The analysis of

multi-user interference is beyond the scope of this paper.
2t0 is unknown to the anchors since, in general, tags and anchors nodes

are not synchronous. However, in some system configurations tags can

be partially synchronized through a dedicated conventional control channel

(e.g., at 2.4 GHz or UHF). In such a case the initial uncertainty on t0 can be

significantly reduced.
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Fig. 2. Example of signal structure in a scenario adopting

active tags. δ(R) = 0. r1(t) and r2(t) are the signals received

by anchors 1 and 2, respectively.

in (3) accounts for all signals repeated by the relays, whereas

the first term accounts for the direct path between the tag and

the anchor.

When a path between generic positions p1 and p2 exists,

the coefficient w(p1,p2) accounts for the transmitted power,

antenna gains, and path loss. Specially, it can be expressed

as:

w(p1,p2) =

√

1

L(p1,p2)
(4)

where

L(p1,p2) = L0 ||p1 − p2||
βΨ(p1,p2) (5)

is the intrinsic channel path loss, with path loss exponent β,

and L0 is the path loss at 1 meter. The term Ψ(p1,p2) is a

comprehensive coefficient that accounts for TX and RX an-

tennas’ radiation patterns.3 In the absence of a path (severe

NLOS propagation condition) w(p1,p2) = 0. Note that the

information about radio visibility can be derived from the en-

vironment knowledge [11].

For the sake of illustration, in Fig. 2 an example of sig-

nal structure received by anchors A and B in the scenario of

Fig. 1 is depicted considering the presence of NR = 3 re-

lays and NA = 2 anchors nodes and additive white Gaussian

noise (AWGN) channels. As can be seen, the pulse emitted by

the tag at time t = t0 is received by relay 1 after τ
(

p,p
(R)
1

)

seconds and then repeated. The repeated signal arrives at an-

chor 1 after τ
(

p,p
(R)
1

)

+ τ
(

p
(R)
1 ,p

(A)
1

)

seconds. Note that

the delay τ
(

p
(R)
1 ,p

(A)
1

)

is known since the positions of an-

chors and relays are a priori known. However, for certain

geometrical configurations and multipath propagation, signal

ambiguities (overlapping) could occur with possible perfor-

mance degradation.

3Antenna frequency selectivity is included in the channel response

gi,m(t).

3. MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD LOCALIZATION

The signals received by each anchor are collected at a central

processing unit, which proceeds in estimating the position of

each tag. Here a ML approach is devised to estimate the tag’s

position considering perfect channel state information (CSI),

that is, a perfect knowledge of gi,m(t) and w(·, ·). The pur-

pose is to assess the feasibility of the proposed architecture

and provide benchmarks for more practical positions estima-

tors. The likelihood function related to the position p of the

tag and time instant t0 is

Λ(p, t0)=

NA
∏

m=1

exp

{

1

Nm

∫

T

[rm(t)−sm(t;p, t0)]
2
dt

}

(6)

where T is the observation interval that has to be chosen for

accommodating all the useful signal echoes, Nm = N0 +
∑NR

i=1 Ni,m represents the overall noise PSD at each anchor,

and where we have made explicit the dependence of sm(t) on

the position p and t0. Taking the logarithm and discarding

all the terms that does not bring contribution for the maxi-

mization with respect to p and t0, the log-likelihood function

results in

l(p, t0) =

NA
∑

m=1

2

Nm

∫

T

rm(t) sm(t;p, t0) dt

−

NA
∑

m=1

1

Nm

∫

T

s2m(t;p, t0) dt . (7)

The last integral in (7) returns the energy of sm(t;p, t0),
namely Em(p), which does not depend on t0 but only on p.

The ML position estimate p̂ of the tag is given by

p̂ = arg max
(p,t0)

l(p, t0) . (8)

In particular, by replacing (2) and (3) in (7) we obtain

l(p, t0) =

NA
∑

m=1

{

2

Nm

[

NR
∑

i=1

w(p,p
(R)
i )

√

Gi w(p
(R)
i ,p(A)

m )

× χi,m

(

τ
(

p,p
(R)
i

)

+ τ
(

p
(R)
i ,p(A)

m

)

+ δ(R) + t0

)

+w(p,p(A)
m )χ0,m

(

τ
(

p,p(A)
m

)

+ t0

)

]

−
Em(p)

Nm

}

(9)

where the inner summation accounts for the paths related to

relays contribution and the second term accounts for the direct

reader-tag path. In (9) we have defined the correlation term

χi,m(ξ) ,

∫

T

rm(t) gi,m(t− ξ) dt , (10)

and the energy term

Em(p) ,

∫

T

s2m(t;p, t0) dt . (11)
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Fig. 3. The scenario considered in the numerical results. Blu

points refer to anchors. Red points (A,B,C) refer to relay

nodes. In both cases the antenna radiation pattern and ori-

entation are reported. Obstacles are depicted in grey.

Remark: The proposed architecture based on non-regenerative

relays is not limited to the ML position estimate described

above. In [12] non coherent estimators are investigated to

relax the assumptions on knowledge of the pulse shape or of

the relation between tag position and received energy (i.e.,

partial CSI).

4. CASE STUDY

We now evaluate the performance of the relay-based localiza-

tion scheme adopting the ML estimation technique. In par-

ticular a IEEE 802.15.4a compliant transmission in consid-

ered, with root raised cosine (RRC) pulses centered at fre-

quency f0=4GHz, roll-off factor η = 0.6, and a pulse width

parameter τ = 1 ns. Tags are equipped with an omnidirec-

tional antenna with gain GT = 0 dBi, and with transmitting

power compliant to the FCC emission limit in the 3−5GHz

band. Anchors have noise figure F =7 dB4 and are equipped

with a weak directional antenna presenting a maximum gain

GA = 5 dBi and a half power beam width (HPBW) of 150
degrees. Relay nodes are equipped with the same kind of an-

tenna oriented towards the part of the environment to be cov-

ered, and with a directional antenna presenting a maximum

gain GR = 10 dBi and a HPBW of 20 degrees for the relay-

reader link.

A dense multipath model is adopted for the tag-anchor

and tag-relay channels considering an exponential power de-

lay profile (PDP) with paths separated of 1.5 ns apart, each

path with Nakagami fading (severity factor m = 3) except

4In the parameter and scenario set up considered it is Ni,m ≪ N0, and

hence Ni,m are neglected in the numerical results.
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Continuous lines (–) refer to 6 relays (A,B,C). Dashed lines

(- -) refer to 4 relays (A,C). Dot-dashed lines (· -) refer to 4

relays (A,B).

for the first path taken as deterministic according to the free-

space path loss model (β = 2), and a rms delay spread of

3 ns.5 Due to the high directivity of the relay antenna ori-

ented in the anchor direction, an AWGN relay-anchor chan-

nel is considered. A sub-optimal version of the ML position

estimation strategy (9) is used by considering in (10) the tem-

plates at the receiver gi,m(t) equal to p(t); this is equivalent

to the adoption of a filter matched to the first-path only, with-

out taking advantage of the multipath energy as in a rake-like

implementations.

Numerical results have been obtained with Monte Carlo

simulations considering the tags uniformly distributed in the

monitored area. As performance indicator we adopt the local-

ization error outage (LEO), defined as the rate at which the lo-

calization error is greater than a given target error eth=50 cm

[11].

Figure 3 shows the layout of the scenario considered in

simulations. It is a square cell of 20×20 meters (with obsta-

cles). As worst case assumption, obstacles are intended to be

completely blocking the signal propagation.

Figure 4 shows the LEO as function of the number of

pulses per symbol Ns. Higher values of Ns lead to an in-

crease of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), but at the expense

of reduced localization rates and tracking performance degra-

dation in the presence of tag movements. Black lines (◦) refer

to the absence of relay nodes: in this case, due to the blocking

obstacles, the LEO is very high since only a fraction of the

overall locations are in electromagnetic visibility with a suffi-

cient number of anchors and hence can be localized. Specif-

ically, about 70% of the spatial locations cannot be localized

5This value is typical in LOS propagation conditions.
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with the target position accuracy of 50 cm for any practical

value ofNs (i.e., not larger than 1000). The effect of the relays

is reported in colored curves, accounting for different num-

bers of relays and different deployment. The adoption of JF

relays (blu curve with �), allows a significative enhancement

of the performance; in particular, by increasing the number

of pulses per symbol Ns, thus the SNR, a coverage of 80%

of the environment can be guaranteed with practical values

of Ns. Further improvements can be achieved with the adop-

tion of AF relays (green and red curves with ⋆ and △, related

to an amplification level Gi=10 dB and Gi=20 dB, respec-

tively). It is important to remark how the number of the relays

and their deployment play a fundamental role in coverage and

performance. In fact, the adoption of a reduced number of re-

lays, e.g., 4 instead of 6, does not decrease substantially the

coverage of the network if the deployment A,C is adopted,

whereas different effects are visible in case of deployment

A,B because the central part of the scenario still suffers from

ambiguities due to the presence of only two anchors located

one in front of the the other.

5. CONCLUSION

We have put forth the idea of UWB non-regenerative relays as

a low complexity solution to increase the service coverage in

high-definition RTLS based on UWB technique when operat-

ing in severe NLOS propagation conditions. The adoption of

JF or AF relays increases the number of received signal com-

ponents that, thanks to the a priori knowledge of relay posi-

tions, contribute in decreasing the possibility of ambiguities

in ML estimators. Thus the relays act as additional anchors.

Numerical results show that significant performance improve-

ment can be achieved, even using simple passive JF relays,

with respect the absence of relays. UWB non-regenerative

relays can also be adopted to reduce the number of anchors

with consequent reduction of the network infrastructure cost

and complexity. The performance improvement obtained us-

ing ML algorithm suggests the possibility to design practical

estimation procedures able to provide good performance with

low complexity.
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